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AUGUST

Inspired by the twenty times
women have won Nobel Prizes for
science, this short-story collection
from award-winning writer Laura
Elvery is a dazzling, thoughtprovoking follow-up to Trick of the
Light.

University of
Queensland Press

An infertile couple finds a baby washed up on
a beach. A dentist tries to reconcile the fact
that her father inadvertently designed a prime
suicide spot. Dementia patients escape their
retirement village to create their own utopia. A
woman gains more than improved vision after
laser eye surgery.
Inspired by the twenty times women have won
Nobel Prizes for science, these stories take
a wry yet sympathetic look at motherhood,
ageing, missed opportunities, and how humans
can both destroy and save the world.

January ‒ June 2020

‘

Radiant, accomplished and
exquisitely written, this is
an oustanding collection.’
Ryan O’Neill on Trick of
the Light

Laura Elvery’s work has been published in
Meanjin, Overland, The Big Issue Fiction Edition
and Griffith Review. She has won the Josephine
Ulrick Prize for Literature, the Margaret River
Short Story Competition, the Neilma Sidney
Short Story Prize, and the Overland Fair
Australia short story prize. Laura has a PhD in
Creative Writing. She lives in Brisbane.
ISBN 9780 7022 6276 0
RRP $29.99
Category Short Stories
Format B-format paperback, XXXpp
Rights held XXXX
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Adult Titles

FEBRUARY

Felicity Plunkett
A Kinder Sea
An outstanding collection from one of
Australia’s most highly regarded poets.
I run as fast as ink but we are both dissolving:
when I reach you, we become a corner of the sea.
A Kinder Sea explores the sea as sanctuary, hoard
and repository. Composed of sequences – love
letters, elegies, narratives and odes – it looks
outwards from the intimate to take in others’
lives and voices, remaking form and craft.
Felicity Plunkett’s remarkable poems balance
wrack and loss with vitality, resilience and
beauty.

‘

A Kinder Sea is Felicity
Plunkett’s masterpiece in
the original sense of that
term: the work that most
fully expresses her gifts.’
-Lisa Gorton
Felicity Plunkett is a Sydney poet and critic.
Her first book, Vanishing Point, won the Arts
Queensland Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize and
was shortlisted for several other awards. She
has a PhD from the University of Sydney, is a
widely published critic, and the editor of Thirty
Australian Poets.

ISBN 9780 7022 6270 8
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, 112pp
Rights held World
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Jeanette M. Thompson
MARCH

Bone and Beauty: The
Ribbon Boys’ Rebellion

A new perspective on a dramatic
moment in Australian colonial history.
October 1830
Rebelling from years of maltreatment and
starvation, a band of Ribbon Boys liberate
eighty convicts from Bathurst farms and lead
them inland towards freedom. Governor
Darling, fearing that others would also rise
up, sends the 39th Regiment in pursuit. Three
bloody battles follow, but to whom will justice
be served?

‘

A creative fusion of
Australian history and
fiction.’
-Henry Reynolds

Rich with detail, Bone and Beauty fuses archival
evidence and narrative technique to tell the
gripping story of the Ribbon Boys and their
reputed leader Ralph Entwistle. For the first
time, the influence of Irish secret societies,
the scale of oppression and corruption, and
the complex web of criminal and family
relationships behind these events are revealed.
Jeanette M. Thompson graduated as
Doctor of Creative Arts from the University of
Technology Sydney. Bone and Beauty grew out
of Jeanette’s research into Australian colonial
history and creative non-fiction writing. She has
been a lecturer in Children’s Literature, Charles
Sturt University, and a tutor for the Family
History Unit, University of Tasmania.
ISBN 9780 7022 6041 4
RRP $32.99
Category Australian History
Format C-format paperback, 272pp
Rights held World
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Paul Browning
MARCH

Principled: 10 leadership
practices for building trust
When trust is destroyed in the
workplace, how do you restore it?
In the era of #metoo, ‘fake news’ and
‘alternative facts’ few would dispute that
we face a global crisis around trust in the
workplace and more broadly in society. When
the CSIRO released its Australian National
Outlook 2019, it identified trust as one of the
future key challenges the nation faces. It is less
likely that a company will be able to innovate
and remain competitive if trust is low or absent.

‘

A timely and important
book for all those seeking
to lead in the shadow of
past wrongs.’
-Tim Costello AO

Prominent Australian educator Paul Browning
faced this situation when the school he led
became embroiled in the Royal Commission
into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse. Principled draws on Browning’s first-hand
experience of navigating an organisation
through this highly public ethical crisis and
outlines the challenges he faced as a leader.
Dr Paul Browning has been a school principal
for more than 20 years and is currently
Headmaster of St Paul’s School in Brisbane.
He was awarded best non-government school
principal in 2018 and is the recipient of the
Miller-Grassie Award for Outstanding Leadership
in Education for his contribution to research,
literature and leadership.
ISBN 9780 7022 6271 5
RRP $32.99
Category Non-fiction/Business & Management
Format C-format paperback, 224pp
Rights held World
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MARCH

Rebecca Lister and Tony Kelly
Growing Pineapples in
the Outback
Growing Pineapples in the Outback
explores the highs and lows of
caring for an ageing parent, while
also celebrating the rewards of a
simpler life.

‘

A beautiful book that eschews
duty and asks us instead: what
would we choose to do for
those we love the most?’
-Rick Morton, author of
One Hundred Years of Dirt

When Rebecca Lister and Tony Kelly move
from Melbourne to Mount Isa to care for
Rebecca’s elderly mother, Diana, they have no
idea what they’ve signed up for. The isolation,
sweltering heat and limited employment
opportunities make settling into the mining
town a challenge. While Rebecca deals with her
mother’s declining health and delves into her
own past, Tony takes on a new role in native
title law. However, caring for Diana – a witty,
crossword-loving 92-year-old – proves to be a
more enriching experience than either Tony or
Rebecca thought possible, and they soon find
themselves flourishing in an unexpected place.
Tony Kelly is a native title lawyer and is
currently CEO of First Nations Legal and
Research Services in Melbourne.
Rebecca Lister is an award-winning
playwright, arts producer and social worker.
She is the Co-artistic Director of arts company
Anvil Productions.
ISBN 9780 7022 5412 3
RRP $29.99
Category Non-fiction/Memoir
Format C-format paperback, 272pp
Rights held World
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Mirandi Riwoe
APRIL

Stone Sky Gold Mountain
Set during the gold-rush era in
Australia, this remarkable novel is
full of unforgettable characters and
deals with timeless questions of
identity and belonging.

‘

A staggering re-creation of an
Australian history too few of
us know, and a heart-bruising
testament of resilience and
love. You’ll be gripped – and
moved – from the first page.’

Family circumstances force siblings Ying and
Lai Yue to flee their home in China to seek
their fortunes in Australia. Life on the gold
fields is hard, and soon they abandon the
diggings and head to nearby Maytown. Once
there, Lai Yue gets a job as a carrier on an
overland expedition, while Ying finds work in
a local store and strikes up a friendship with
Meriem, a young white woman with her
own troubled past. When a serious crime is
committed, suspicion falls on all those who are
considered outsiders.

-Benjamin Law

Mirandi Riwoe is the author of the novella The
Fish Girl, which won Seizure’s Viva la Novella
V and was shortlisted for the Stella Prize and
the Queensland Literary Award’s UQ Fiction
Prize. Her work has appeared in Best Australian
Stories, Meanjin, Griffith Review and more.
Mirandi has a PhD in Creative Writing and
Literary Studies and lives in Brisbane.
ISBN 9780 7022 6273 9
RRP $29.99
Category Fiction
Format C-format paperback, 264pp
Rights held World
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Rebecca Jessen
APRIL

Ask Me About the Future
An outstanding collection of edgy
and imaginative poems about
identity, sexuality, self-perception
and relationships, with a futuristic
narrative pulse.

‘

Loaded with essential
contemporary elements,
Rebecca Jessen’s poems
are the work of a skilful
bricoleur.’

Full of zest and flair, Jessen’s poems map
constellations of desire, loss and longing. Riffing
on the future (which isn’t what it used to be),
dating apps, despair, Bonnie Tyler, Taylor Swift
and the lesbian Bachelorette, they are set in
interstellar queer utopias, maternity wards and
single beds. These are poems of sly surprises,
radical vulnerability, dark-edged humour and
vast originality.
Following on from her award-winning verse
novel, Gap, this collection confirms Jessen as
one of the most engaging and talented writers
of her generation.

-Pam Brown
Rebecca Jessen is the award-winning author
of the verse novel Gap. She is a recipient of the
Queensland Premier’s Young Publishers and
Writers Award, the Queensland Literary Award
for Best Emerging Author, the State Library of
Queensland Young Writers Award, and an AMP
Tomorrow Maker grant. Rebecca grew up in
Western Sydney and now lives in Brisbane.
ISBN 9780 7022 6279 1
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, 96pp
Rights held World
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M AY

Chris Flynn
Mammoth
‘Playful and serious, encapsulating
the macro-history of all life in the
tale of one species.’ Thomas Keneally

‘

Chris Flynn has written
a brilliant, hilarious, and
curiously moving novel,
featuring one of the best
narrators in literary history.’
-Elizabeth Gilbert, author of
City of Girls, The Signature of
All Things and Eat Pray Love

Narrated by a 13,000-year-old extinct
mammoth, this is the (mostly) true story of how
a collection of prehistoric creatures came to be
on sale at a natural history auction in New York
in 2007. By tracing how and when these fossils
were unearthed, Mammoth leads us on a funny
and fascinating journey from the Pleistocene
Epoch to nineteenth-century America and
beyond, via Napoleonic France and Nazi
Germany, revealing how ideas about science
and religion have shaped our world.
With our planet on the brink of calamitous
climate change, Mammoth scrutinises humanity’s
role in the destruction of the natural world
while also offering a message of hope.
Chris Flynn is the author of The Glass Kingdom
and A Tiger in Eden, which was shortlisted for
the Commonwealth Book Prize. His fiction and
non-fiction have appeared in The Age, The
Australian, Griffith Review, Meanjin, Australian
Book Review, The Saturday Paper, Smith
Journal, The Big Issue, Monster Children,
McSweeney’s and many other publications.
ISBN 9780 7022 6274 6
RRP $29.99
Category Fiction
Format C-format paperback, 264pp
Rights held World
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M AY

Ellen van Neerven
Throat
Irreverent and courageous, Throat is
a fierce cry that fights to be heard.
This is Ellen van Neerven’s most
powerful work yet.
not in Aus, mate
bad things don’t happen here
our beaches are open
they are not places where bloodied mattresses burn

‘

In this brilliant, witty
collection, van Neerven puts
a finger to the world’s jagged
pulse and measures out the
beat across time and country,
love and loss.’
-Omar Sakr, author of The
Lost Arabs

Throat is the explosive second poetry collection
from award-winning Mununjali Yugambeh
writer Ellen van Neerven. Exploring love,
language and land, van Neerven flexes their
distinctive muscles and shines a light on
Australia’s unreconciled past and precarious
present with humour and heart.Van Neerven
is unsparing in the interrogation of colonial
impulse, and fiercely loyal to telling the stories
that make us who we are.
Ellen van Neerven is an award-winning writer
of Mununjali Yugambeh (South East Queensland)
and Dutch heritage. Ellen’s first book, Heat and
Light, was the recipient of the David Unaipon
Award, the Dobbie Literary Award and the NSW
Premier’s Literary Awards Indigenous Writers
Prize. Comfort Food was shortlisted for the NSW
Premier’s Literary Awards Kenneth Slessor Prize.
ISBN 9780 7022 6291 3
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, approx 144 pp
Rights held World
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Alison Whittaker (editor)
M AY

Fire Front: First Nations
poetry and power today

Curated and introduced by Alison
Whittaker, Fire Front is a groundbreaking anthology of First Nations
poetry showcasing some of the
brightest new stars, as well as
leading Aboriginal writers and poets
including Bruce Pascoe, Ali Cobby
Eckermann and Tony Birch.

‘

What is clear is that
Indigenous poetry is a
collective task, passing
the fire from one front to
another.’

Divided into five thematic sections, each
one is introduced by an essay from a leading
Aboriginal writer and thinker – Bruce Pascoe,
Ali Cobby Eckermann, Chelsea Bond, Evelyn
Araluen and Steven Oliver – who reflects on
the power of First Nations poetry with their
own original contribution. This incredible book
is a testament to the renaissance of First Nations
poetry happening in Australia right now.

-Alison Whittaker
Alison Whittaker is a Gomeroi multitasker. She
has been a Fulbright scholar at Harvard Law
School. Her debut poetry collection, Lemons in
the Chicken Wire, was awarded the State Library
of Queensland’s black&write! Indigenous Writing
Fellowship. Her latest book, BLAKWORK, was
shortlisted for a Victorian Premier’s Literary
Award and won the QLA Judith Calanthe Award.
ISBN 9780 7022 6272 2
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry Anthology
Format B-format paperback, 192pp
Rights held World
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Anastasia Dukova
JUNE

To Preserve and Protect:
Policing Colonial Brisbane
An engaging history of policing and
justice in colonial-era Australia.

‘

Early Australian policing had its roots on the
streets of Dublin and London, where many of
Australia’s first law and order enforcers hailed
from. Intrigued by this connection, historian
Anastasia Dukova has researched and recreated
the lives of colonial police officers and criminals
in her adopted home city of Brisbane. Through
exploring their personal stories, Dukova
highlights how biography and history are
inextricably linked and reveals the differences
between metropolitan aspirations and colonial
reality.
To Preserve and Protect is an
example of criminal justice
history at its best.’
-Professor Dean Wilson,
author of The Beat: Policing
a Victorian city

To Preserve and Protect exposes political power
abuse, corruption, mismanagement, professional
burnout and gendered justice, issues which
continue to challenge police forces.

Anastasia Dukova holds a PhD in crime and
policing history from the University of Dublin,
Trinity College. Her research on nineteenthcentury Irish and Australian policing history
and historical criminology has been published
widely, and she lends her expertise to public and
professional lectures, as well as history projects
such as Century Ireland, RTÉ and Who Do You
Think You Are?
ISBN 9780 7022 6014 8
RRP $32.99
Category Non-fiction/Australian History
Format C-format paperback, 248pp
Rights held World
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Children’s
and Young
Adult Titles

MARCH

Thanhhà Lai
Butterfly Yellow
The topical young adult debut by
National Book Award and Newbery
Honor-winning author Thanhhà
Lai.
Hằng doesn’t believe in adventures.
There are steps that must be done, and once
done, another step awaits. The last step, after six
years of minute planning by her grandmother, is
a bus ride away. In A-ma-ri-lo her baby brother
has to be waiting. In her imaginings, he is
always waiting.

‘

Lai is a master of storytelling,
and this tale will have you
wanting to hug close every
character even while you
cheer for them to fly.’

National Book Award and Newbery Honorwinning author Thanhhà Lai makes her young
adult debut in this deeply moving story of
courage, redemption, friendship, family and new
beginnings.

-Elizabeth Acevedo, author
of The Poet X.

Thanhhà Lai is the number one New York
Times bestselling author of Inside Out & Back
Again, her debut novel in verse, which won both
a National Book Award and a Newbery Honor,
and the acclaimed Listen, Slowly, which was
named to numerous best book of the year lists.
She was born in Viêt Nam and now lives in New
York with her family.
ISBN 9780 7022 6289 0
RRP $19.99
Category Young Adult
Format B-format paperback, 296pp
Rights held ANZ
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M AY

Penny Tangey
As Fast As I Can
One girl. One dream. A few hurdles.
Ten-year-old Vivian is determined to compete
at the Olympic Games one day. Problem is, she
hasn’t found a sport she’s any good at yet. But
everyone says if you work hard enough you
can achieve anything, right? So when Vivian
discovers she has a talent for cross country
running, her Olympic dream might just come
true.

‘

But then a family illness is uncovered and all
of Vivian’s plans begin to unravel. Can she keep
her dream alive? Or will she be stopped in her
tracks?
As Fast As I Can will have
you cheering from the
sidelines from start to finish.
It’s a gripping read that speaks
to the competitor – and the
dreamer – in all of us.’

A funny, heartfelt novel about resilience,
acceptance and dreaming big.

-Allayne L. Webster, author
of Sensitive

Penny Tangey writes humorous books for
young people. Her most recent book, Stay Well
Soon, was shortlisted for the New South Wales
and Western Australian Premier’s awards and
the Readings Children’s Book Prize. Penny
works as a researcher for television quiz shows
Hard Quiz and The Chase, but is still terrible at
trivia.
ISBN 9780 7022 6281 4
RRP $16.99
Category Middle Reader
Format B-format paperback, 248pp
Rights held World
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Michelle Kadarusman
JUNE

The Theory of Hummingbirds
An important #ownvoices novel
celebrating best friends, wormholes
and loving who you are.
Alba has been best friends with Levi since
forever. She normally doesn’t mind that Levi’s
got a science theory on just about everything.
But when he becomes convinced the school
librarian has discovered a wormhole in her
office, Alba thinks maybe he’s gone too far.

‘

[Readers] are sure to be
charmed by this heartfelt
tale.’

Then there’s Cleo. That’s what Alba calls her left
foot, which was twisted in the wrong direction
at birth and has been strapped in a brace for
most of her life. With the final cast about to
come off, Alba is set on running in her first
cross-country race. But what if Levi doesn’t
believe she can do it?

-School Library Journal

Michelle Kadarusman is a teen and middlegrade fiction writer. She grew up in Melbourne,
Australia, and has also lived in Indonesia and
Canada. Her novels have been nominated for
various awards including the Canadian Governor
General’s Awards and an American Junior
Library Guild gold star selection.

ISBN 9780 7022 6292 0
RRP $14.99
Category Middle Reader
Format B-format paperback, 168pp
Rights held ANZ
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About UQP
The University of Queensland Press (UQP)
was established in 1948 and is one of Australia’s
oldest and most respected independent
publishing houses. UQP has an innovative
philosophy and commitment to producing
books of high quality and cultural significance
across literary fiction, general non-fiction,
children’s and young adult fiction. Our books
and authors continue to receive national and
international recognition through literary
prizes, rights sales and writers’ festivals.

UQP Online
Join us for news, interviews and regular giveaways.
www.uqp.com.au
@UQPBooks
Sign up for our monthly newsletters via
our Facebook page.
Book club and Teaching Notes
UQP offers book club notes and teaching guides for
many of its titles. Download book club and teacher
resources at www.uqp.com.au
Ebooks
Most of UQP’s titles are available through the following
platforms: Amazon, Booktopia, Dymocks, Google Play,
Apple Books and Kobo.
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Print Sales & Distribution
Australian Distributors
United Book Distributors
Toll-free: 1800 338 836
P: +613 9811 2555
Australian Sales
Penguin Random House
707 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3008
Australia
P: +613 8537 4599
Other Enquiries
University of Queensland Press
PO Box 6042
St Lucia QLD 4067
Australia
P: +617 3365 2435
www.uqp.com.au
twitter.com/UQPBooks
facebook.com/UQPBooks
instagram.com/UQPBooks

www.uqp.com.au

